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Doober's receptive personality. " And this is our young
gentleman ? " said she. " A student. We'll do all we can to
make you comfortable. You're not the only student, you'll
find. There's young Mr Frankincense from University
College. Such a clever young man—the highest honours !—
and we've got a great teacher of elocution, Mr Harold Thump,
and his lady, and a young Indian gentleman."
She whispered confidentially closer to young Matterlock.
" The son of a rajah. He speaks English beautifully."
She shot an aside at the slavey. " Number thirteen. If
they're too heavy, take them up one at a time. . . . Well
then, ask Gawpy to help you. Don't stand there helpless."
She restored her amiability as she turned back to her
clients.
Edward Albert listened confusedly. He was doing his best
to keep his unfortunate wrists up his sleeves, and he had
already acquired a habit of inaccurate attention that would
last his lifetime. " We're a young household," she was saying.
" There's only one really old gentleman among us and he's
charming. Such.good stories ! . . ."
He felt the pressure of young Matterlock's hand upon his
shoulder. 6C You'll be all right. You'll feel a little strange at
first but you'll soon settle down to it."
" Belgians. A family of refugees from Antwerp. So if you
want to learn French. . . ."
" So it's good-bye and good luck, Tewler." ^Matterlock
was shaking his hand. And leaving him !
Edward Albert had a wild desire to cry out, " Oh, don't
leave me," and bolt after his protector before the door closed.
Then he was alone with Mrs Doober.- Her propitiatory manner
was now faintly tinged with proprietorship.
" I must show you our common rooms and explain a few
of our rules and regulations—because there must be rules
and regulations, you know—and then I will take you up to
your own apartment. Just a quiet little room it is," she said,
and then added informatively, "upstairs. It's number
thirteen. I hope you won't mind that. I've sometimes thought
of changing it to iaA. But I never have. I do so hope you'll

